Introdaction
By me axis of -orfhonormal bases it is possible to solve
simply the problem of the best approximation of the elements of β Hilbert spaoe. On the other hand, in view of the development of the theory of discrete dynamioal systems and of the digital technique it seems suitable to construct an orthonor-2 mal base in the Hilbert space 1 .
Possible applications of this bases for instance aret approximation of solution of the system of linear difference equations or identification of disorete-time systems in ooatrol theory.
In this paper orthonormal bases are constructed whose elements are linear oomblnätions of geometrio sequences. This bases are obtained by the transformation <z and orthonoroalization in complex domain.
*' 2 We shall consider elements of the spaoe 1 with tJie scalar produot defined by the formula O Under the additional assumption that the Ζ transforms
exist for I zi ¿»1,.the functions F(z) and G(z) are elements of the spaoe L^(C), where C « (a: * » 1}, with the scalar produot
The scalar products in both spaces satisfy the following equality (analogous to Parseval's equality for the Fourier transformation)
In particular, if f(n) and g(n) are orthonormal in the spaoe l 2 , thon F(z) and G(z) are orthonormal in the spaoe L 2 {C), and oonversely.
In the following we are going to oonstruat orthonormal o o systems in the spaces L (C) and 1 .
The conditions for completeness of those systems will be established in another paper· II. The sequences (2.1) can be written in the form
where P kp (n) are polynomials of degree (p-1). In the monograph [l] it has been proved that the sequences «
(ii) J k p(n) = n p -1 z£ I are linearly independent. It is easy to prove that the independence of the sequences (ii) implies that of the sequences (i).
III. The linear independence of the functions (2.2) can also be proved by contradiction. Assuming that the functions X kp (z) are linearly dependent and applying the transformation X we find that the sequences * kp (n) are linearly dependent, which is absurd. The proof of the theorem is thus completed.
Rfom the set of functions (2.2) we can obtain an equivalent set of orthonormal functions. 
